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ON A CONJECTURE 
CONCERNING SEQUENCES 
OF THE THIRD ORDER 
STANISLAV JAKUBEC—KAROL NEMOGA 
Introduction 
At the conference on algebra applications and combinatorics (6—12 November 
1983, Pfihrazy, Czechoslovakia) H. Grassmann (Humboldt University, Berlin, 
GDR) raised the following conjecture. 
Let {an} be the sequence of nonnegative integers generated by the linear 
recurrence relation an+3 = an+i + an with initial conditions a0 = 3, ai = 0, a2 = 2. 
Then for n > 1 n\an iff n is prime. 
It is easy to see that if n is prime, then n\an. (See below.) We show that the 
converse is not true, i.e., there is a composite number n such that n\an. Hence the 
conjecture does not hold. 
As a matter of fact the authors and others have tried to disprove the statement 
"experimentally" by considering the sequence {3, 0, 2, 3, 2, 5, 5, 7, 10, ...} up to 
thousand of terms. 
The general considerations used in the following give the method for fast 
generating natural numbers for which the conjecture is not true. Moreover, such 
numbers are found. 
I. 
The characteristic equation of the sequence {an} defined by a„+3 = a„+i + an is 
X 3 - X - 1 = 0 (1) 
If ai, a2, a3 are roots of (1) in the field of complex numbers, then with regard to the 




t + a5 n= 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . 
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In the ring of algebraic integers of 0(«i, «2, a*), (Q is the field of rational 
numbers) we have 
ap = a
p + al + ap = (ax + a2 + a3)
p == a? = 0 (mod p) 
whence p|aP, as stated in the introduction. 
Lemma 1. Let p, q be two distinct primes. Then apq =0(mod pq) iff ap = 
0(mod q] and aq = 0(mod p). 
Proof. We have 
apq = a
pq + a f + a$q=(apx + a$ + a?)
9 = ^(mod q). 
By Fermat's theorem we have 
a)! = ap(mod q) . 
Hence 
and in the samé way 
apq = ap(modq) (2) 
apq = aq(modp) (3) 
a) If apq=0(mod pq), then from (2) O = apq=-0p(mod q), which implies q \ap. 
Analogously p|a„. 
b) If conversely ap = 0(mod q) and aq^-0(mod p), then by (2) and (3) apq = 
0(mod q) and aM = 0(mod p). Hence pq\apq. This proves Lemma 1. 
In the following we shall prove that it is possible to find two distinct primes p, q 
such that ap = 0(modq) and ^ ^ ( m o d p ) . By Lemma 1 this implies apq = 
0(mod pq). 
Lemma 2. Suppose that the polynomial f(X) = X3-X-\ splits into linear 
factors over Z/pZ. Suppose moreover that the roots A,, A2, A3 off(X) (contained in 
ZIpZ) are k-th power residues modulo p and k \ (p - 1). T7ien the period of the 
sequence a0, au a2, ... modulo p is a divisor of (p — \)lk. 
Proof. By supposition there are elements j^eZ/pZ such that 
ju-=A,(modp) for i = l, 2, 3 . 
Put e = (p-\)lk. Then Aj = ( i r l s l (modp) . 
Now for any n 
an =A? + A; + A? sA7
+e + A;+' + Ar* = 0n+,(mod p ) . 
Therefore the period of the sequence a0, au a2, ... modulo p is a divisor of 
(P-i)/k. 
Let K = Q(at). The polynomial /(X) = X 3 - X - 1 is irreducible over the 
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field Q. The discriminant of f(X) is A = - 2 3 . To be able to use Lemma 2 we have 
to find criteria for the factorization of f(X) into linear factors modulo p. 
According to [1] (Theorem 3, Chapter IV, §2) f(X) splits into three different 
linear factors over Z/pZ for a prime p£ 23 if and only if the prime p is a product of 
three different prime divisors in K. The conditions under which this takes place are 
given by the Takagi—Hasse Theorem ([2], § 21). The theorem itself is as follows. 
Theorem (Takagi—Hasse). Let DK be the discriminant of the cubic field K. The 
set of equivalence classes of integral binary quadratic forms with the discriminant 
DK has a cardinality h, where 3\h. 
One third of these classes (which can be uniquely specified) represents those 
primes p which are the product of three (different) prime divisors in K. 
Primes representable by the remaining quadratic forms are exactly those primes 
p, which are prime divisors in K. 
Primes which are not representable by any of the binary integral quadratic forms 
with discriminant DK are exactly those primes which are the product of two 
different prime divisors in K. (The last case occurs iff I —-1 = -1.) 
In our case we have the following situation. 
The discriminant of the field K = Q(al) is DK = - 2 3 . 
The number of classes of binary integral quadratic forms with the discriminant 
d = - 2 3 is 3. These classes are represented by the forms X2 + XY + 6Y2, 2X2 + 
XY + 3Y2, 2X 2 -XY + 3Y2. (See, e.g., [3], p. 58, where a table of reduced 
quadratic forms of negative discriminant is given.) 
The Takagi—Hasse Theorem implies that a prime p can be decomposed into 
a product of three different prime divisors in K if and only if p is representable by 
the quadratic form X2 + XY+'6 Y2. Since X2 + XY + 6 Y2 = ((2X + Y)2 + 23 Y2)/4, 
the primes representable by the forms X2 + XY+6 Y2 and X2 + 23 Y2 are the same. 
We have proved 
Lemma 3. The polynomial /(X) = X3 —X— 1 splits into three different linear 
factors over Z/pZ (pj= 23) if and only if p is representable by the quadratic form 
X2 + 23Y2. 
The following theorem provides sufficient conditions under which apq = 
0(mod pq). 
Theorem 1. Let p, q be primes such that 
0) q = l + k(p-l),k>l 
(ii) p, q are representable by quadratic form X2 + 23Y2 
(iii) all roots of the polynomial /(X) = X 3 - X - 1 in Z/qZ are k~th power 
residues modulo q. 
Then apq = 0(mod pq). 
Proof. By Lemma 3 the polynomial f(X) splits into three linear factors over 
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ZIpZ and over ZlqZ. According to Lemma 2 the period of the sequence a0, au a2, 
... (modulo p) is a divisor of p - 1 and the period of the sequence a0, au a2, ... 
(modulo q) is a divisor of (q —1)1 k. Hence we have 
aq = ai+k(p-l) = al = 0 (mod p) . 
Since p = 1 + (q - 1)1 k we have 
ap = alHq-i)/k = al = 0 (mod q) . 
By Lemma 1 we obtain that apq=0 (mod pq). 
II. 
It remains to show that there exist couples of primes p , q which satisfy the 
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of the Theorem 1. 
Examplel. Let p = 3037 = 472 + 23 • 62 and q =9109 = 912 + 23 • 62 = 
1 + 3 (3037-1) . 
The roots of the polynomial / (X) = X 3 - X - 1 (mod 9109) are 5193, 6391 
and 6634. Since 
/5193\ /6391\ _ / 6 6 3 4 \ 
19109/3 V9109/3 V9109/3 
Theorem 1 implies 
03037 9io9 = 0 (mod 3037 • 9109). 
The proof of Theorem 1 does not imply that n = 3037 • 9109 is the least positive 
integer n which is not prime and for which n \an. 
Examples Let p =4831 = 682 + 23 • 32 and q = 9661 = 472 + 23 • 182 = 
1 + 2 ( 4 8 3 1 - 1 ) . 
The roots of the polynomial f(X) = X 3 - X - 1 (mod 9661) are 854, 3342, 5465. 
Since 
/ 8 5 4 \ /3342\ _ /5465\ 
19661/ V966lJ \ 9 6 6 l j ' 
the Theorem 1 implies 
04831 966i = 0 (mod 4831 • 9661) . 
Searching by computer (EC 1045.1 at about 20 hours of CPU time) showed that 
there are just five natural numbers less than n = 3037 -9109 (Example 1), for 
which the conjecture is not true. The numbers are the following M! = 271 441 = 
5212, n2 = 904 631 = 7 • 13 • 9941, n 3 = 16 532 714 = 2 • l l
2 • 53 • 1289, n4 = 
24 658 561 = 19 • 271 • 4789, n5 = 27 422 714 = 2 • l l
2 • 47 • 2411. 
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However, the Theorem 1 gives us a method of much faster generating counterex-
amples of the form n=pq (computing time is more than 104 times shorter). 
We conclude with the following remark. 
The sequence {an} studied above is identical with the sequence {sn} where sn is 
the sum of the n-th powers of the roots of X3 — X— 1 in Q. 
The following pertinent question arises. Let X3 + pX + q be an irreducible 
polynomial over Q. Consider the sequence {st} where st has the meaning just 
introduced. Is it true that there exists a composite integer n such that n | sn ? The 
answer is very probably positive. 
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ОБ ОДНОЙ ГИПОТЕЗЕ, КАСАЮЩЕЙСЯ ПОСЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬНОСТЕЙ 
ТРЕТЬЕЙ СТЕПЕНИ 
5гагш1ау 1акиЬес, Каго1 № т о § а 
Резюме 
Пусть «о, а., а2, ... обозначает последовательность целых чисел, которую определяет рекур­
рентное соотношение а.+3 = <-•+. + я* и начальные условия а0-= 3, а, = 0, а2 = 2. В статье опровер­
гается следующая гипотеза: п простое тогда и только тогда, когда п \ап. 
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